Dear Piotr,

Please find attached the matrix with our addition.

Kind regards,

Simone

---

From: ZAPOROWSKI Piotr (EEAS-KHARTOUM) [mailto:Piotr.ZAPOROWSKI@eeas.europa.eu]
Sent: donderdag 9 februari 2017 16:55
To: valeria.romare@esteri.it; Dalin, Inga; anja.reder@giz.de; Loeffen, Esther; Kersten, René; A-Motion@dfid.gsx.gov.uk; Len.Ferris@fco.gov.uk; guillaume.augonnet@diplomatie.gouv.fr; jose.lorenzo@maec.es; Emma Norman; jeann-noel.baleo@diplomatie.gouv.fr; michel.roy@diplomatie.gouv.fr; b-fisher@dfid.gsx.gov.uk; Anna Saleem Högberg; .KHAR SPRACH-10 Hassan Ishak, Samiha; David Hagman; BATTAS Sophie (ECHO Khartoum); Næverdal, Cato; Post, Simone van der
Cc: CRESPO Philippe (EEAS-KHARTOUM); VAA Jannik (EEAS-KHARTOUM); chloe.hamborg@fco.gov.uk; .KHAR POL-3 Rohwer, Janine; ARATO Francesca (EEAS-KHARTOUM); Alexander.Solyga@giz.de; LAMBERTI FOSSATI Cosimo (EEAS-KHARTOUM); BATIC Bogdan (EEAS-KHARTOUM); HIKMAT Fouad (EEAS-KHARTOUM-EXT)
Subject: MINUTES - MCG meeting 29.01.2017

Dear all,

Below please find minutes of the last MCG meeting. Please kindly note that the next MCG meeting will take place on 22nd Feb at the UK Embassy (time to be confirmed later).

1. Dr. Khalid A. Alord presented progress on establishment of the National Migration Coordination Mechanism. With support from IOM process has commenced but it remains to be seen when the draft will be submitted, approved and the NMCM established. Follow up will be needed in the coming Months.
2. BMM Country Coordinator presented state of play of the programme. Next steps: further consultations with the IPs, validation workshop to be organised in March and signature of contracts between GiZ and the IPs (UNODC staff has not yet arrived in KRT).
3. Feedback from the info session with the INGO Steering Committee was shared. Additional info sessions are planned with the Civil Society (UK), the opposition (DE), academia and journalist.
4. AOB: A short discussion on the fluctuations in migratory routes via Darfur and Dongola, including increased of flows via Dongola was mentioned.

In attachments please see:
1. Migration matrix of projects – Please kindly check if it corresponds with the current state of play and update if necessary by Sunday, 19th Feb COB.

2. Presentation on the National Coordination Mechanism, by Dr. Khalid A. Alord, Director of Sudan Centre of Migration, Development and Population Studies

3. EUTF presentation for Civil Society, given on 8 Feb at the UK Embassy (we will share summary of the meeting during the next MCG)

4. BMM log frame

I wish a good weekend,

Piotr
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